Le grand livre de la Broderie

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBSAX-TUTI001-TF7189

A 175 pages book in French with clear and well illustrated patterns and instructions. A complete reference with the description of 245 points and 24 models to embroider.

Price: € 25.65 (incl. VAT)
Cartes anciennes à broder
da: Editions Tutti Frutti

A 64 pages book in French from Isabelle Mazabraud-Kerlan (Reflets de Soie) with a lot of elegant projects.

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
Nounours au point de croix

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782915667011

96 pages book (in French) by Clémentine Monceau with over 250 original designs to stitch. All designs were made from illustrations of a painter known for the freshness and originality of his work.

Price: € 15.50 (incl. VAT)
Couture Sweet : Goth Loli

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360090150

Couture Sweet : Goth Loli
Gothique Lolita, Japan dressing and so on! Suzuka proposes to you some sewing projects as to become a perfect Lolita. Bloomer, Jumper Skirt, and some other dresses that both experts and beginners will be able to create. Other projects included: caps, bags, trousses. This book proposes to you a lot of fabric models. 11 sewing projects explained step by step. With patterns included.

Author: Suzuka Driot. Pages: 38

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Broderie Toute Simple

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360090358

Broderie Toute Simple
Create 35 charming and fresh motifs on different supports: bags, aprons, toys, but also tablecloths, greeting cards, cushions etc. After a presentation of the used stitches, the book gives you all the hints to make your own works with clear and detailed instructions. Embroidery is now easier and you can do anything with this manual.

Author: Fiona Goble
128 pages

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Dictionnaire du scrapbooking

Dictionnaire du scrapbooking
Everything you've always wanted to know about scrapbooking and have never dared ask! Véronique and Hari, two well-known craft ladies, are offering you this "scrapbooking Bible" that's going to lead you through this wide universe. From A to Z, you'll find all the techniques, tips and secrets for many different styles: shabby chic, European, digital or kawai. The book is suitable both for beginners and for experts and is going to open you up all the doors of scrapbooking, thanks to its 235 projects and number of pictures. A lot of styles, levels and techniques, in an actually timeless guide.

Véronique (alias Mimo) is the founder of the so-called Atelier du Scrap, a worldwide famous scrapbooking association. She organizes classes, mainly for children, and can boast a lot of projects. Together with Hari, she manages the "La Maison Créative" website, where she offers online classes and is a member of the editorial staff of on-line magazine LMC Le Mag!. Véronique loves all scrapbooking styles, but she's particularly fond of the cleanest style that she often re-invents, following her taste, and she uses following her passions and inspirations at that time. Véronique loves photography and the Internet, too, but she also finds the time to be the best mom possible for her two children, who are the real resource of all her energy!

Hari (alias Hari Berry) has discovered scrapbooking thanks to Véronique and she's always willing to share her passion, so she animates and coordinates the atelier and the classes at the MJC and in many associations in Lorena. She teaches basic scrapbooking and delves into all techniques with her "students". She also teaches to children and, with the brand Quilt'n'Wood, is the organizer of several exhibitions of their scrapbooking and art classes. Last but not least, she manages and animates the forum of "La Maison Créative" with Véronique, besides being also member of the editorial staff of this online magazine. Hari works with all scrapbooking styles, but her favorite approach is the typically free one, mixing tastes and colors. Creative and fond of her job, Hari is inspired by her life, her daughter, her pictures, decoration magazines, colors, seasons and so on. A professional IT executive, always publishes her works in her blog.

Authors: Hari Meynard, Véronique Alber-Latour
144 pages in French

Price: € 25.00 (incl. VAT)
Bête de scène: Tricotez votre chien!

d: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360090532

Bête de scène: Tricotez votre chien!
The ideal present for the people loving dogs and crocheting.
A prestigious and elegant handbook, from the famous brand
Muir & Osborne, established by two successful British
designers who, besides selling their clothes in many shops in
the UK, have signed a lot of crocheted projects now
showcased at the Victoria & Albert Museum in London.
Among the dog races proposed here, you’ll find the Bobtail
Longhair, the Welsh Corgi, the reliable Labrador, the Scottish
Terrier and many more.

By Sally Muir and Joanna Osborne
176 pages

Price: € 18.50 (incl. VAT)
Couture pour Bébé et sa Maman

He's finally born! There's a new world to be explored and crafted for your little one! Cuddly toys, little shoes, clothes and accessories are going to lead him through his "investigation". 22 projects by Kallou, for mothers and children. There aren't just things for little ones in this book, but even projects to craft bags, port-enfants, changing tops and so on. Clear paper models and step-by-step instructions, to bring the colorful and playful universe of an original designer into your babies' bedrooms.

By: Caroline Venencie-Menard

93 pages

Price: € 19.50 (incl. VAT)
Esprit de fête Japon : Créations en tissus et papiers

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360090631

Esprit de fête Japon : Créations en tissus et papiers
Paper and Japanese fabrics get intertwined to decorate your
rooms. You'll surely have seen those lovely Japanese fabrics
and papers, with such attractive motives, and wondered how
to use them.. well that's where Camille Dachy comes in, with
25 new ideas for small and quick projects, all dedicated to
Japan: traditional sewing and origami get together for unique
and elegant creations.
The step-by-step instructions provided for every project will
guide you through, enabling you to add an Oriental touch to
your house or make wonderful gifts.
Author: Camille Dachy
96 pages

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
Déco feutrée

Designer Joëlle Brument Dauvergne had chosen felt to support all her pop, bubbly and colorful creations. Decorate your rooms with her 20 new graphic and modern creations: from doorstoppers to pillows, rugs, keychains and blankets... all made of felt! This book makes good use of both sewing and stitching, in order to reinvent the classical way to use felt, a material that's easy to work with, and which gives incredible results, ideal for beginners. Every project is followed by a real size pattern and detailed instructions: just let your creativity do the rest!

After a master degree in floral art and studying fine arts, Joëlle Brument Dauvergne discovered the beauty of working with threads: patchwork, stitching and working with felt and wool. This is Joëlle's universe, modern artist mostly appreciated in France.

Author: Joëlle Brument Dauvergne
95 pages

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
Panoplies pour enfants : Accessoires à coudre

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360090792

Panoplies pour enfants : Accessoires à coudre
Which child has never dreamed of becoming a surgeon, a pirate, a baker in the same day? This is a dream that can come true (with the help of mom!) thanks to these twenty projects created by Marie Gervais! Quick and simple, these princess, knight, sheriff or gardener disguises will light up your kids. An expert in recycling, the author gives you the tricks to create accessories or decorations out of carton, as all the disguises in this book are made out of scraps and old clothes.
Author: Marie Gervais
96 pages

Price: € 19.50 (incl. VAT)
Belle d'intérieur : Accessoires, vêtements et lingerie à coudre

Modello: LIBFR-9782360090754

Sew your own French knickers, leggings, pajamas, bras and underwear, but also kimonos, shorts and bloomers.
Authors: Annabel Benilan, Alix de Moussac
95 pages in French

Price: € 19.50 (incl. VAT)
Bête de scène: Tricotez votre chat!

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360090624

Bête de scène: Tricotez votre chat!
The ideal present for the people loving cats and crocheting. Either rolled up or ready to jump, you will certainly find your dream cat here! A prestigious and elegant handbook, from the famous brand Muir&Osbourne, established by two successful British designers who, besides selling their clothes in many shops in the UK, have signed a lot of crocheted projects now showcased at the Victoria & Albert Museum in London. By Sally Muir and Joanna Osborne

176 pages

Price: € 18.50 (incl. VAT)
**Couleurs et ambiances : Décorer sa maison au point de croix**

*da: Editions Tutti Frutti*

Modello: LIBFR-9782360090730

Couleurs et ambiances : Décorer sa maison au point de croix

Decorate your interiors with colors! In this book Mélanie Couffe shows you how to make 22 projects for your home: from the kitchen entrance to the workshop to the kids room, here are centrepieces, a clock, a sewing machine cover, all colorful and full of humour ... 22 creations of cross-stitching, a universe full of life and sweetness, ideas of decorating.

Author: Mélanie Couffe. 96 pages.

**Price: € 21.00** (incl. VAT)
Un hiver couture

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360090815

Un hiver couture
The Made in France collection puts on the scene young French designers that wish to highlight women for their diversity and different types of beauty. Stéphanie Rapenne Carlo, designer and sewing teacher suggests classic and feminine outfits for a very glamorous winter!
- 18 designs among pants, tops, skirts, coat, dresses, capes, blouses, waistcoats ...
- Full-size paper patterns: from size 36 to size 44
- Reinvented classics: the basics of a wardrobe

Author: Stéphanie Rapenne Carlo
96 pages in French + full-size paper patterns

Price: € 19.50 (incl. VAT)
Soirée filles

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360090068

Soirée filles
For a memorable night between you and your girlfriends: Choose a theme, invite your friends, cook delicious recipes! Add a pinch of accessories and a generous dose of sense of humour and you will obtain the best girls night! Ghylenn Descamps has conceived a colorful book with complete menus to have fun with. Discover original ideas to animate those nights with your girlfriends, with simple and original recipes: chocolate fondue, japanese skewers, hamburgers, stilton pie, tagadamsu ...

- 50 delicious recipes
- themes that will please everyone, young girls and ladies
- illustrations for a book that will become an object that you will exchange with your friends ...

Author: Ghylenn Descamps
96 pages in French

Price: € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
Crochet pour mon bébé

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modèle: LIBFR-9782360090693

Crochet pour mon bébé : Accessoires, vêtements et décorations pour les petits bouts
Gaëlle Guérin (aka Knitspirit) and Delphine Leblanc (aka Chiterikku) are two well-known bloggers in the world of crochet and knitting. United by a common passion: crochet, they will propose a collection of cute things for your baby. Caps, plush toys, bedroom decorations and all kinds of clothes are here revisited by these two passionate women. A book from the Made by Mom collection, that will have all mothers fall in love, and that will seduce all those that want to give a DIY crochet gift to a newborn.
Authors: Gaëlle Guérin, Delphine Leblanc, Alexandra Montandon
80 pages in French

Price: € 16.50 (incl. VAT)
Insectes en perles

Creating little colorful and detailed creatures with beads it's easier than it seems, even for beginners. In this book you will discover:
- 30 adorable designs inspired by real insects.
- Simple beads weaving techniques explained step-by-step.
- Advices on which beads to use and complete charts to recreate with no trouble the presented projects.

Nicola Tedman is a professional accessory dealer who has worked for television shows and movies, including Harry Potter. Insectes en perles is her fifth work. Jean Power is a jewellery maker, author and a teacher. She was the first editor-in-chief for Bead magazine and has written many popular books about beads.

Authors: Nicola Tedman, Jean Power
80 pages in French

Price: € 15.90 (incl. VAT)
Craquantes Créatures au Crochet

dahas: Editions Tutti Frutti

Craquantes Créatures au Crochet
Candies, appetizers, tarts, cherries and radishes are taking you straight into a fantasy world.
Just step into this universe of little, crocheted creatures and ...
... discover the family of peas and their friends: tomatoes, eggs and cherries.
Caress the nicest grocery from the vegetable garden, grown with love from a small elf.
Take part in the battle of the toothpaste, against the faithful servants of sugar: candies!
Surrender to the charme of the afternoon king: tea, with little tarts, cakes, flowers and chocolates.
Travel to Asia, looking for exotic tastes.
Craft the most personal birthday cake, with flour, eggs and chocolate.
All the instructions in this book match pictures and patterns.
The witty and weird world of the creator of the blog called "mesperluettem"
By Marie Guibert-Matt
160 pages in French

Price: € 17.50 (incl. VAT)
In the creative world of Elfie, it's with a knitting thread that we follow the seasons: colors, materials and details delicately mix together to create sweaters, shirts, skirts, jackets, coats, waistcoats that kids from 6 to 10 years old will love to wear!

Knit all year long with cotton, linen and silk for a light spring/summer and with merino or alpaca wool for a warm fall/winter! 20 designs explained step-by-step and also 50 pictures of the patterns that are easily interchangeable between one design and another!

Author: Elfie Haas
96 pages in French

Price: € 16.50 (incl. VAT)
If you wish to add a vintage touch (50s and 60s style) to your interiors or if you're simply a rock-'n-roll kind of person..., this is the book for you. Five designers for 25 projects.
unique and fashionable creations, quick and easy to make.
Text in French

Price: € 18.50 (incl. VAT)
**Le Furoshiki, un jeu d'enfants**

**da:** Editions Tutti Frutti

A furoshiki is a square of fabric that you can fold and tie to create all kinds of bags and gift packages. Learn the main types of knots and customize your furoshiki.

**Author:** Aurélie Le Marec

48 Pages in French

**Price:** € 9.90 (incl. VAT)
**Créations en élastiques**

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360090495

Discover new bracelets, jewelry and characters to make with elastic bands. Create projects with the loom and the Monster Tail, customize your designs to make unique creations to share and give to your friends. Box includes: 1 Loomey Time watch + bag with 300 elastic bands and instruction book.

Author: Delphine Glachant

48 Pages in French

**Price: € 15.50** (incl. VAT)
To go one step further into the creation of a personal atmosphere, the designers of Matière à tendresse® suggest you to sew a unique bed sheet, design decorations that go from the pouffe to the lampshade, the classic stuffed toy, bath towels, pouches and pillows. In a range for three ages: babies, kids and teens. Simple and cute projects that will let your imagination run free. It's up to you and your child to choose the fabrics with which you will decorate your children's room!

- 25 projects to sew for a one-of-a-kind bedroom
- The tender and happy touch of Matière à tendresse®
- A small timeless wardrobe for kids: bloomers, nightgowns, pajamas and baby sleeping bag
- Actual size paperpatterns

96 pages in French + 2 sheets of paperpatterns

Price: € 19.50 (incl. VAT)
**Le chic parisien**
da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360091157

The Made in France collection stars young French designers who wish to highlight women through their diversity and different kinds of beauty. Doline Dritsas, designer for Karl Lagerfeld, goes back to her very first loves, the world of clothing, where she has worked for more than 10 years.

- 16 designs for dresses, skirts, tops and jackets
- Actual size paper patterns: sizes from 36 to 44
- The delicate and chic universe of la Parisienne

96 pages in French + 3 sheets of paper patterns

**Price: € 19.50** *(incl. VAT)*
Le guide facile de la dentelle au tricot

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360091126

This book includes detailed step-by-step instructions and a first part dedicated to the basics of knitting; yarn, needles, techniques on how to read the charts. The designs are photographed in a clear way and stitches are well explained so that even beginners can start immediately. Improve your skills with the works suggested: decorations for your homeware, pillow covers, elegant stole or baby blanket. And to create really unique garments, many patterns created with different types of yarns. Whether you want a vintage look or a more modern and fashionable style, this work will give you all the basics lessons you need.

144 pages in French

Price: € 19.50 (incl. VAT)
Shoes and boots. A pair of shoes is a whole lot more than slippers, sneakers, elegant pumps, rain boots ... A little ballerina foot wrapped up in silk, a long line of comfortable boots to take long walks in ... A coloring book to style your shoes and boots imagined and designed by Gaëlle Picard.

64 pages in French.

Price: € 12.90 (incl. VAT)
Meubles en carton! Recycler pour une décoration durable

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360091355

All the basic techniques to build resistant and durable furniture, illustrated with clear explanatory pictures. 15 projects entirely made with cardboard, for an interior decoration that is 100% ecological and economical! A material that is accessible to everyone, with illustrated step by step instructions: so what are you waiting for, get started!

96 pages in French

Price: € 22.50 (incl. VAT)
Parlez-vous couture?
d: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360091553

192 pages in French.

Price: € 14.90 (incl. VAT)
Discover a material that is easy to use and gives you great results! Of easy upkeep and very resistant, Leatherette and perforated vinyl are especially suitable for kids: washable, colorful, easy to sew, once you use them, you won't be able to stop! Plenty of projects for kids and their parents. Follow the clear step by step instructions and get ready for tons of fun!

- 20 projects to sew for kids and their parents in Leatherette, perforated vinyl and fabric
- Full-size patterns

Authors: Amandine Bouchaud and Charlotte Vannier

94 pages in French

Price: € 18.50 (incl. VAT)
Jolies chaussettes à tricoter

da: Editions Tutti Frutti

Modello: LIBFR-9782360091607

Around thirty original socks designs to knit for babies, children and grown ups! The author unravels all the techniques to create lovely socks. Legwarmers, long or short, embroidered, all the models thought by the author will take you into a world full of jacquard patterns, colors and lace. The instructions will guide you through so that everyone, beginner or not, will create the perfect pair of socks!

• 28 pairs of socks to knit for the whole family
• techniques clearly explained
• step by step instructions

Author: Clotilde Chevreau
80 pages in French

Price: € 16.50 (incl. VAT)